Arabidopsis DE-ETIOLATED1 Represses Photomorphogenesis by Positively Regulating Phytochrome-Interacting Factors in the Dark
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Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings undergo photomorphogenic development even in darkness when the function of DE-ETIOLATED1 (DET1), a repressor of photomorphogenesis, is disrupted. However, the mechanism by which DET1 represses photomorphogenesis remains unclear. Our results indicate that DET1 directly interacts with a group of transcription factors known as the phytochrome-interacting factors (PIFs). Furthermore, our results suggest that DET1 positively regulates PIF protein levels primarily by stabilizing PIF proteins in the dark. Genetic analysis showed that each pif single mutant could enhance the det1-1 phenotype, and ectopic expression of each PIF in det1-1 partially suppressed the det1-1 phenotype, based on hypocotyl elongation and cotyledon opening angles observed in darkness. Genomic analysis also revealed that DET1 may modulate the expression of light-regulated genes to mediate photomorphogenesis partially through PIFs. The observed interaction and regulation between DET1 and PIFs not only reveal how DET1 represses photomorphogenesis, but also suggest a possible mechanism by which two groups of photomorphogenic repressors, CONSTITUTIVE PHOTOMORPHOGENESIS/DET/FUSCA and PIFs, work in concert to repress photomorphogenesis in darkness.

INTRODUCTION

Light not only provides the energy needed for plant development, but also regulates a number of different processes over the course of the plant life cycle, including seed germination, seedling photomorphogenesis, shade avoidance, photoperiodic responses, and flowering (Chen et al., 2004; Jiao et al., 2007). Following germination, seedlings grown in darkness undergo skotomorphogenic development, which is characterized by long hypocotyls, closed cotyledons, and apical hooks. In contrast, seedlings grown in the light exhibit photomorphogenic development characterized by short hypocotyls and open, expanded cotyledons (Von Arnim and Deng, 1996; Chen et al., 2004).

A group of photomorphogenic repressor genes, CONSTITUTIVE PHOTOMORPHOGENESIS/DE-ETIOLATED/FUSCA (COP/DET/FUS), were initially isolated by genetic screening (Sullivan et al., 2003). Proteins encoded by these genes can form three different complexes, which have all been shown to play significant roles in the ubiquitin-proteasome system. The first group of complexes contains COP1 and Suppressors of PhyA (SPAs), which form E3 ubiquitin ligases (Yi and Deng, 2005; Zhu et al., 2002). These COP1-SPA complexes negatively regulate the levels of several photomorphogenesis-promoting proteins, including ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL5 (HYS; Osterlund et al., 2000), HY5 Homolog (Holm et al., 2002), LONG AFTER FAR-RED LIGHT1 (LAF1; Seo et al., 2003), and LONG HYPOCOTYL IN FAR-RED1 (Duek et al., 2004; Jang et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2005). The second complex, the COP9 signalosome (CSN), contains eight subunits and is known to interact with CULLIN-containing E3 ligases and regulate their modification by cutting off Nedd8/RELATED TO UBIQUITIN (RUB) (Schwechheimer et al., 2001; Serino and Deng, 2003; Chen et al., 2006). The third complex, CDD (COP10, DNA DAMAGE BINDING PROTEIN1 [DDB1], DET1), may act as a ubiquitylation-promoting factor to regulate photomorphogenesis (Yanagawa et al., 2004). Mutation of either DET1 or COP10 is known to induce photomorphogenic development in the dark (Chory et al., 1989; Wei et al., 1994). The mutants of DET1 in both Arabidopsis thaliana and tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) accumulated elevated levels of anthocyanins (Chory et al., 1989; Mustilli et al., 1999).

DET1 is the first identified COP/DET/FUS locus, and it encodes a nuclear-localized protein and determines the cell type-specific expression of light-regulated promoters to repress photomorphogenesis in darkness (Chory et al., 1989; Pepper et al., 1994). By in vitro experiments and tests in living plant cells, DET1 was found to bind the N-terminal tail of histone H2B (Bvenenuto et al., 2002). DET1 was also demonstrated to interact with DDB1 to regulate Arabidopsis photomorphogenesis (Schroeder et al., 2002), and these proteins were found to interact with COP10 to...
form the CDD complex in vivo (Yanagawa et al., 2004). Later studies demonstrated that the CDD complex formed an E3 ligase with CULLIN4 (CUL4) and thus mediated light-regulated plant development (H. Chen et al., 2006, 2010). Upon UV stress, DET1 could cooperate with CUL4-DB1-DD2 ligase to maintain genome integrity (Castells et al., 2011).

A second group of photomorphogenic repressors, known as phytochrome-interacting factors (PIFs), was identified later. These repressors are basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors that regulate thousands of genes to promote photomorphogenesis (Leivar et al., 2009; Leivar and Quail, 2011). PIF3 was the first phytochrome-interacting factor identified by a yeast hybrid screen using phytochrome B (phyB) as the bait (Ni et al., 1998). Mutants lacking PIF3 exhibit short hypocotyls under red light conditions, indicating that it is a negative regulator of photomorphogenesis (Kim et al., 2003; Monte et al., 2004). Similarly, several other bHLH transcription factors have also been found to be involved in light signal regulation. For example, it has been demonstrated that PIF1 protein plays an important role in seed germination, hypocotyl elongation, and chlorophyll accumulation (Huq et al., 2004; Oh et al., 2004; Castillon et al., 2007; Park et al., 2011; Shi et al., 2013). PIF4 and PIF5 are also known negative regulators of photomorphogenesis that mediate hypocotyl elongation in red light (Huq and Quail, 2002; Fujimori et al., 2004). Furthermore, the pifq mutant, in which four PIF genes (PIF1, PIF3, PIF4, and PIF5) are knocked out, shows constitutive photomorphogenesis in the dark, which indicates that these PIFs suppress plant photomorphogenesis in the dark (Leivar et al., 2008; Leivar and Monte, 2014). Recent studies showed that PIFs directly regulate thousands of genes to repress photomorphogenesis (Oh et al., 2009; Hornitschek et al., 2012; Oh et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013).

The regulation of PIF protein stability is critically important for their function in plant development, and PIF3 is the PIF representative that has been the subject of the most in-depth research. PIF3 was proved to specifically interact with the Pfr (active) form of phytochrome induced by light (Ni et al., 1999), and both red and far-red light could induce rapid degradation of PIF3 in a phytochrome-dependent manner (Bauer et al., 2004). In phyA- and phyB-mediated light signaling, PIF3 is rapidly polyubiquitinated and subsequently degraded by the 26S proteasome (Park et al., 2004). Further studies showed that photoactivation of phytochromes induced rapid in vivo phosphorylation of PIF1, PIF3, and PIF5, tagging them for ubiquitination and proteosomal degradation (Al-Sady et al., 2006; Shen et al., 2007, 2008). A recent study made a breakthrough by identifying three LRBs (Light-Response Bric-a-Brack/Tramtrack/Broads) as the E3 ligases that targeted PIF3, which could be recruited to the PIF3-phyB complex after light induction, and promoted concurrent polyubiquitination and degradation of both PIF3 and phyB in vivo (Ni et al., 2014). The phosphorylation and ubiquitination of PIF3 probably occur at phytochrome nuclear bodies whose formation is regulated by HEMERA (Al-Sady et al., 2006; M. Chen et al., 2010; Galvão et al., 2012). Compared with the thorough studies on light-regulated PIF3 degradation, the regulation of PIF3 stability in darkness is quite unclear, although it is known that PIF3’s accumulation requires COP1 (Bauer et al., 2004).

Although DET1 was the first photomorphogenetic repressor to be identified in Arabidopsis (Chory et al., 1989), the mechanism by which DET1 suppresses photomorphogenesis in the dark is relatively unclear compared with other repressors. Genomic analyses have demonstrated that the expression of thousands of genes is altered in det1-1 mutants in the dark compared with the wild type (Ma et al., 2003). Recent research has shown that DET1 can directly interact with the transcription factors CCA1 and LHY1 to regulate the plant circadian clock (Lau et al., 2011). Consequently, we speculated that DET1 might also interact with key transcription factors in light signal transduction to regulate thousands of downstream genes to repress photomorphogenesis in Arabidopsis. Our yeast two-hybrid assays identified interactions between DET1 and PIFs, which were confirmed by several other strategies. Further studies demonstrated that DET1 positively regulates PIF protein levels, primarily through the stabilization of PIF proteins in the dark and thus provides one potential mechanism by which DET1 represses photomorphogenesis in the dark. Furthermore, our results also reveal the existence of a connection between COP/DET/FUS and PIFs, two groups of important photomorphogenic repressors.

RESULTS

DET1 Interacts with PIFs Both In Vitro and in Vivo

Based on our hypothesis that DET1 may repress photomorphogenesis by interacting with transcription factors (Ma et al., 2003; Lau et al., 2011), we tested for interactions between DET1 and four PIF transcription factors (PIF1, PIF3, PIF4, and PIF5) that are known to be key regulators in light signal transduction. Since previous research demonstrated that full-length DET1 can repress transcriptional activity and the DET1 fragment consisting of the 26th to 87th amino acid residues could be used to effectively test interactions in yeast (Lau et al., 2011), we used this DET1 peptide as the bait with which to test possible interactions with PIF proteins. The results of our yeast two-hybrid assays indicated that this DET1 (26 to 87 amino acids) fragment interacted with PIF1, PIF3, PIF4, and PIF5 (Figure 1A), which had been shown to be repressors of photomorphogenesis (Leivar et al., 2008). In addition, our data showed that DET1 could also interact with PIF6 and PIF7 (Supplemental Figure 1), which had been demonstrated to play important roles in seed dormancy and shade avoidance, respectively (Penfield et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012). To further investigate the PIF domains responsible for these interactions, PIF3 was selected as a representative transcription factor. First, we tested interactions between the DET1 (26 to 87 amino acids) fragment and PIF3 fragments lacking one domain. The DET1 fragment showed strong interactions with both the ΔbHLH and ΔAPA (active phyA binding region) fragments of PIF3, but almost no interaction with the ΔAPB (active phyB binding region) fragment (Figure 1B). These results indicated that the APB domain of PIF3 was essential for the interaction, so we next tested whether the APB domain itself was sufficient for this interaction. However, the DET1 fragment did not interact with PIF3’s APB domain alone, which indicates that the interaction between DET1 and PIF3 requires multiple PIF3...
domains (Figure 1B). To further confirm the interactions between DET1 and PIFs, we performed in vitro and in vivo pull-down assays. The glutathione S-transferase (GST)-tagged DET1 (26 to 87 amino acids) fragment was able to pull down both His-tagged PIF1 and His-tagged PIF3 in vitro (Figure 1C), and GST-PIF4 and GST-PIF5 could pull down His-DET1 in vitro (Figures 1D and 1E), which is consistent with the results obtained using yeast two-hybrid assays. Furthermore, in a semi-in vivo pull-down assay, both Myc-tagged PIF1 and Myc-tagged PIF3 from Arabidopsis were shown to interact with His-DET1 (Figure 1F). To test for interactions between DET1 and PIFs in vivo, coimmunoprecipitation and bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) assays were performed. Our results showed endogenous DET1 proteins could be pulled down by both Myc-tagged PIF1 and Myc-tagged PIF3 (Figure 1G) and DET1 could interact with PIF1, PIF3, PIF4, and PIF5 in a BiFC assay (Figure 1H).

**DET1 Positively Regulates PIF3 Protein Levels during Seedling Development**

In order to determine how DET1 regulates seedling development, the phenotypes of det1-1 mutants and wild-type Columbia ecotype (Col) seedlings were compared in the dark. The phenotypes of Col and det1-1 were almost indistinguishable after 48 h of growth. However, clear differences began to appear after 60 h of growth and became more obvious after 72 h (Figure 2A). We next examined PIF3 protein levels in Col and det1-1 seedlings grown in the dark for 2 to 4 d and observed significantly lower levels of PIF3 in det1-1 than in Col. PIF3 protein was almost undetectable in 4-d-old dark-grown det1-1 seedlings, which exhibited photomorphogenic phenotypes (Figure 2B). To further confirm that DET1 regulates the accumulation of PIF3 protein, we examined the PIF3 levels in two transgenic lines expressing Myc-DET1 or green fluorescent protein (GFP)-DET1 in the det1-1 background (Supplemental Figure 2B). The PIF3 levels in these two transgenic lines were much higher than those observed in det1-1, and the amounts of PIF3 protein in these plants were consistent with their photomorphogenic phenotypes (Figure 2C; Supplemental Figure 2A). Furthermore, in order to determine whether DET1 positively regulates PIF3 by itself or in the form of a CUL4-CDD complex, we examined PIF3 levels in dark-grown cul4cs, cop10-4, and cop10-1 seedlings. PIF3 protein levels in cul4cs and cop10-4 were obviously lower than in Col, and its level in cop10-1 was much lower (Figure 2D). The remaining PIF3 levels correlated well with the mutants’ photomorphogenic phenotypes (Figure 2D; Supplemental Figures 3A and 3B), which indicated that DET1 positively regulated PIF3 levels, possibly as a component of the CUL4-CDD complex. CSN is a protein complex that can regulate the ubiquitination (RUB conjugation) of CUL4 (Chen et al., 2006), and the PIF3 level in the null mutant cop9-1 (lack of the CSN complex) was reduced to an undetectable level (Supplemental Figures 3C and 3D). Due to the redundancy of CSN5A and CSN5B, csn5a mutants contained normal levels of PIF3 protein and didn’t show photomorphogenic phenotypes in the dark (Supplemental Figures 3C and 3D). In contrast, no significant differences were observed between the levels of CUL4 and DET1 proteins in pif single and quadruple mutants and Col seedlings (Figure 2E; Supplemental Figure 4). Taken together, these data demonstrate that while DET1 and other components of the CUL4-CDD complex positively regulate levels of PIF proteins, PIFs have no effect on the levels of DET1 and CUL4 proteins. This result, in turn, suggests that PIFs work downstream of DET1 or the CUL4-CDD complex in light signal transduction.

**DET1 Is Necessary for the Stability of PIF Proteins in the Dark**

The findings that DET1 interacts with PIFs and that PIF3 protein levels are dramatically lower in det1-1 mutants (Figures 1 and 2) indicate that DET1 may positively regulate PIF protein levels. To test whether DET1 regulates PIFs at the level of protein or mRNA in the dark, we first examined the levels of PIF1, PIF3, PIF4, and PIF5 transcripts in det1-1 and wild-type plants using quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR). The levels of PIF3 transcripts were significantly lower in det1-1 than in Col, while the levels of PIF1, PIF4, and PIF5 transcripts were similar in Col and det1-1 (Figure 3A). Previous research has revealed that ethylene can increase the levels of PIF3 transcripts by stabilizing ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE3 (Zhong et al., 2012). Consequently, we grew det1-1 and wild-type seedlings on Murashige and Skoog (MS) plates containing 10 μM 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC). While the levels of PIF3 transcripts in det1-1 seedlings grown on ACC plates were similar to those in Col seedlings grown on MS plates (Figure 3B, top panel), PIF3 protein levels in the det1-1 mutants treated with ACC were significantly lower than those in the wild type not treated with ACC (Figure 3B, bottom panel). These data thus indicate that there must be a posttranscriptional mechanism that modulates DET1’s positive regulation of PIF protein levels. In order to confirm the regulation at the posttranscriptional level, we crossed 35S:PIF1-Myc, 35S:PIF3-Myc, 35S:PIF4-Myc, and 35S:PIF5-Myc transgenic lines into the det1-1 mutant and compared the protein levels of these Myc-tagged PIFs in det1-1 and wild-type backgrounds. The levels of all four Myc-tagged PIF proteins were significantly lower in the det1-1 than in the wild-type background (Figures 3C and 3D). In order to further determine whether regulation occurs during or after translation, cycloheximide (CHX) was used to block de novo protein synthesis in dark-grown seedlings. As shown in Figures 3E to 3L, all four PIF-Myc proteins decayed significantly more rapidly in the det1-1 than in the wild-type background, indicating that DET1 positively regulates PIF proteins by stabilizing them in the dark.

**A Cocktail of Proteasomal Inhibitors Cannot Prevent the Instability of PIFs in det1-1 Mutants**

Since the ubiquitin-proteasome system is the primary pathway for protein degradation, and PIF3 is known to be degraded via this pathway upon exposure to light (Al-Sady et al., 2006), we decided to test whether the instability of PIF proteins in the det1-1 background was also regulated by this pathway. A cocktail of proteasomal inhibitors (MG132, PS-341, and MLN2238) was used to block proteasomal degradation and then PIF3 protein levels were checked in det1-1 and wild-type seedlings. Surprisingly, treatment with this cocktail did not increase the levels of
endogenous PIF3 or ectopic PIF-Myc proteins in the det1-1 background (Figures 4A to 4D), contrasting with the previously published result that treatment with proteasomal inhibitors inhibited red light-induced PIF3 degradation (Al-Sady et al., 2006; Supplemental Figures 5A and 5B). Similarly, treating cop1-4 mutants with this cocktail in the dark did not increase the level of PIF3 protein (Supplemental Figures 5C and 5D). Overall, if this cocktail of proteasomal inhibitors worked efficiently to inhibit the proteasome system in the det1-1 mutant, these data indicate that the instability and degradation of PIF3 in det1-1 in the dark
is possibly not driven by the ubiquitin-proteasome system, which may be distinct from the light-induced proteasomal PIF3 degradation.

Mutation of Each PIF Gene Results in Enhancement of the det1-1 Mutant Phenotype

To further clarify the relationship between DET1 and PIFs in photomorphogenic repression in the dark, we examined genetic interactions between det1-1 and pif mutants by crossing det1-1 with each pif single mutant. Interestingly, the dark-grown double mutants pif1-1 det1-1, pif3-3 det1-1, pif4-2 det1-1, and pif5-3 det1-1 exhibited more exaggerated photomorphogenic phenotypes than either parental single mutant in terms of both hypocotyl lengths and cotyledon opening angles (Figures 5A to 5D). Moreover, all of these double mutants also exhibited shorter hypocotyls than det1-1 mutants under red light except for pif5-3 det1-1 (Supplemental Figure 6). Although the single pif mutants showed no obvious phenotypic changes compared with the wild type in the dark, further removal of each PIF in the det1-1 background resulted in an enhanced phenotype. Together with the biochemical data that DET1 positively regulates PIFs abundance, these genetic analyses support the notion that DET1 works upstream of PIFs to repress photomorphogenesis in the dark.

Overexpression of Each PIF Can Partially Suppress the det1-1 Mutant Phenotype in Seedling Development

Given that DET1 is known to positively regulate PIF protein levels and that each pif single mutant has been shown to enhance the det1-1 mutant phenotype in the dark, it seems likely that PIFs may work downstream of DET1 to repress photomorphogenesis. To verify this hypothesis, the phenotypes of 35S:PIF1-Myc/det1-1 (PIF1-Myc/det1-1), 35S:PIF3-Myc/det1-1 (PIF3-Myc/det1-1), 35S:PIF4-Myc/det1-1 (PIF4-Myc/det1-1), and 35S:PIF5-Myc/det1-1 (PIF5-Myc/det1-1) seedlings were compared with that of det1-1. The hypocotyl lengths of PIF1-Myc/det1-1 and PIF3-Myc/det1-1 were comparable to those of det1-1, whereas those of PIF4-Myc/det1-1 and PIF5-Myc/det1-1 were significantly longer (Figures 6A and 6B). At the same time, both the cotyledon opening percentages and opening angles of PIF1-Myc/det1-1, PIF3-Myc/det1-1, and PIF4-Myc/det1-1 were much lower than their det1-1 counterparts. The opening percentages and angles of PIF5-Myc/det1-1, however, were comparable.
to those of det1-1 seedlings (Figures 6C to 6E). Moreover, the hypocotyls of PIF3-Myc/det1-1 and PIF4-Myc/det1-1 seedlings were significantly longer than those of det1-1 seedlings under red light (Supplemental Figure 7). During the dark to light transition, significantly less anthocyanin accumulated and greening percentages were higher in PIF1-Myc/det1-1, PIF3-Myc/det1-1, PIF4-Myc/det1-1, and PIF5-Myc/det1-1 seedlings than in det1-1 seedlings (Supplemental Figure 8). Together, these data support the conclusion that DET1 represses photomorphogenesis partially via PIFs.

**DET1 Regulates Light-Directed Transcriptomic Changes Partially through PIFs during Seedling De-Etiolation**

DET1 and PIFs have both been demonstrated to regulate large numbers of light-mediated genes during Arabidopsis seedling development via microarray-based expression profiling analyses (Ma et al., 2003; Leivar et al., 2009). However, their regulation profiles have not been compared directly. If DET1 represses photomorphogenesis through PIFs, many genes regulated by light via DET1 should in turn be regulated by PIFs. To test this hypothesis, we used mRNA deep-sequencing analysis to examine and compare changes in seedling transcriptomes regulated by DET1, PIFs, and light (Supplemental Data Set 1). We performed transcriptomic analyses of wild-type, det1-1, and pifq seedlings grown in the dark and of wild-type seedlings exposed to white light for 6 h. Compared with dark-grown Col (Col_D), we identified 3050 differentially expressed genes (statistically significant 2-fold changes [SSTF]) in seedlings exposed to white light for 6 h (Col_DL6 h) that are hereafter referred to as light-regulated genes (Supplemental Data Set 2). We then compared the expression profiles of det1-1 (det1-1_D) and wild-type...
dark-grown seedlings and identified 3740 SSTF genes, referred to as det1-regulated genes (Supplemental Data Set 2). Similarly, 3775 SSTF genes were identified in dark-grown pifq seedlings (pifq_D), referred to as pifq-regulated genes (Supplemental Data Set 2). A heat map of light-, det1-, and pifq-regulated genes showed very similar transcriptomic changes in the three data sets (Figure 7A). We then analyzed the overlapping light-, pifq-, and det1-regulated genes by Venn diagrams to find out the key genes regulated by light through DET1 and PIFs. Among the 1684 genes regulated by both light and det1-1, 940 genes (55.8%) were regulated by pifq, which supports our hypothesis that DET1 represses photomorphogenesis partially through PIFs (Figure 7B). This result indicates that DET1 may repress photomorphogenesis through multiple transcription factors in the dark, but PIFs seem to play major roles among them. The 940 genes coregulated by light, det1-1, and pifq were considered to be the key genes regulating photomorphogenesis (Figure 7B; Supplemental Data Set 3). Among those 940 genes, 575 were upregulated together, 296 were downregulated together, and 69 showed other regulation patterns (Figure 7C; Supplemental Data Set 3). The cluster analysis and the heat map revealed that these coregulated genes showed highly similar expression patterns (Figure 7D). Therefore, our data support the conclusion that DET1 affects the expression of light-regulated genes to repress photomorphogenesis, and this is partially
mediated through the interaction with and stabilization of PIFs.

**DET1 Regulates Photosynthesis, Cell Wall Organization, and Auxin-Responsive Genes through PIFs to Repress Photomorphogenesis**

To identify the biological processes in which the genes co-regulated by light, det1, and pifq were involved, we performed gene ontology analysis and functional clustering using the functional annotation of DAVID (Huang et al., 2009). The genes that were coregulated by light, det1, and pifq were enriched in photosynthesis, light stimulus, pigment biosynthesis, cell redox homeostasis, glucan metabolic process, and protein complex assembly (Figure 8A, left panel). We then divided these coregulated genes into two classes, co-regulated and codownregulated genes, to further identify which biological processes were coregulated by light, det1, and pifq. The co-regulated genes were enriched in photosynthesis, light stimulus, pigment biosynthesis, cell redox homeostasis, glucan metabolic process, protein complex assembly, as well as defense against bacteria and tetraterpenoid biosynthesis (Figure 8A, middle panel). The codownregulated genes were enriched in far-red light stimulus, cell wall organization, response to organic substance, and response to auxin stimulus (Figure 8A, right panel). Among these categories, photosynthesis, cell wall loosening, and response to auxin stimulus are known to be important biological processes affecting plant development. Quantitative PCR assays further confirmed that the representative genes involved in photosynthesis, chlorophyll biosynthesis, cell wall loosening, and response to auxin stimulus indeed showed the same changes in expression in det1 and pifq (Figures 8B and 8C), which indicates that DET1 may regulate these genes through PIFs to repress photomorphogenesis.

**DISCUSSION**

**DET1 Directly Interacts with the PIF Group of Transcription Factors and Positively Modulates Their Protein Stability**

DET1 was the first photomorphogenic suppressor identified and has been shown to affect the expression of many light-regulated
genes (Chory et al., 1989; Chory and Peto, 1990; Mayer et al., 1996). Although the DET1 protein was shown to localize in the nucleus in vivo, it was not shown to bind DNA (Pepper et al., 1994). Thus, DET1 may regulate the expression of light-regulated genes by interacting with other transcription factors involved in light signaling.

Previous research has shown that DET1 can repress transcription. Specifically, it has been shown to physically interact with two MYB transcription factors, CCA1 and LHY, to repress the expression of targeted genes in the plant circadian clock (Lau et al., 2011). Recent research has also demonstrated that DET1 can inhibit the ubiquitination of LHY by the E3 ubiquitin ligase SINAT5 and thus plays a role in regulating Arabidopsis flowering (Song and Carré, 2005; Park et al., 2010).

However, the mechanism by which DET1 regulates the expression of genes involved in photomorphogenesis remains unclear.

In this study, we demonstrated that DET1 could physically interact with PIF proteins both in vitro and in vivo (Figure 1; Supplemental Figure 1) and that DET1 and other components of the CUL4-CDD complex could positively regulate PIF protein levels (Figure 2). Further examination also revealed that this positive regulation was accomplished at both the transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels (Figure 3). While DET1 was shown to positively regulate PIF3 at the transcriptional level, it was not observed to influence the transcription of PIF1, PIF4, and PIF5 (Figures 3A and 3B). In contrast, DET1 positively regulated all four PIFs at the protein level via posttranslational regulation.

Figure 6. Ectopic Expression of PIFs Can Partially Suppress the Phenotype of the DET1 Mutant in the Dark.
(A) and (B) Hypocotyl lengths of 4-d-old dark-grown seedlings. 35S:PIF1-Myc, 35S:PIF3-Myc, 35S:PIF4-Myc, and 35S:PIF5-Myc were crossed into det1-1 and then the double mutants and parental lines were grown in the dark for phenotype comparison.
(C) Cotyledon opening (%) of 3-d-old dark-grown seedlings. The genotypes are the same as in (A).
(D) and (E) Cotyledon opening angles of 4-d-old dark-grown seedlings. The genotypes are the same as in (A).
In (B), (C), and (E), data are shown as mean ± se, which were analyzed based on more than 20 seedlings. Statistical significance was determined using Student’s t test between crossed plants and det1-1. n.s., P > 0.01; *P < 0.01; **P < 0.001.
Since proteasomal inhibitors have been shown to inhibit red light-induced PIF3 degradation via the ubiquitin-proteasomal pathway (Supplemental Figure 5A), we set out to determine whether the instability of PIFs in det1-1 was also mediated through the ubiquitin-proteasomal pathway. To our surprise, however, treatment with a cocktail of proteasomal inhibitors (MG132, PS-341, and MLN2238) was not observed to increase PIF protein levels in the det1-1 background (Figure 4). This, in turn, suggested that DET1 possibly stabilized targeted proteins through alternative pathways.

To date, DET1 has been shown to regulate transcription factors through at least three different pathways. First, DET1 can interact with and thus repress the transcriptional activity of transcription factors (Lau et al., 2011). Second, DET1 can stabilize target proteins by inhibiting their ubiquitination by E3 ligases (Park et al., 2010). Finally, this study indicates that DET1 possibly stabilizes target proteins through pathways other than the regular ubiquitin-proteasomal pathway. However, the details of the mechanism by which DET1 positively regulates PIF protein levels remain unclear. Overall, this study both increases our knowledge regarding the role of DET1 in repressing photomorphogenesis and reveals a possible mechanism through which DET1 interacts with and regulates transcription factors.

(Figures 3C to 3L). Since proteasomal inhibitors have been shown to inhibit red light-induced PIF3 degradation via the ubiquitin-proteasomal pathway (Supplemental Figure 5A), we set out to determine whether the instability of PIFs in det1-1 was also mediated through the ubiquitin-proteasomal pathway. To our surprise, however, treatment with a cocktail of proteasomal inhibitors (MG132, PS-341, and MLN2238) was not observed to increase PIF protein levels in the det1-1 background (Figure 4). This, in turn, suggested that DET1 possibly stabilized targeted proteins through alternative pathways.

To date, DET1 has been shown to regulate transcription factors through at least three different pathways. First, DET1 can interact with and thus repress the transcriptional activity of transcription factors (Lau et al., 2011). Second, DET1 can stabilize target proteins by inhibiting their ubiquitination by E3 ligases (Park et al., 2010). Finally, this study indicates that DET1 possibly stabilizes target proteins through pathways other than the regular ubiquitin-proteasomal pathway. However, the details of the mechanism by which DET1 positively regulates PIF protein levels remain unclear. Overall, this study both increases our knowledge regarding the role of DET1 in repressing photomorphogenesis and reveals a possible mechanism through which DET1 interacts with and regulates transcription factors.

**COP/DET/FUS Proteins Act through PIFs in Mediating Genome Expression and Thus Repression of Photomorphogenesis**

COP/DET/FUS is a group of photomorphogenic repressors that were initially identified through genetic screening and were later found to form three complexes involved in the ubiquitin-proteasomal pathway (Sullivan et al., 2003). It was further shown that these complexes are connected through the formation or regulation of CUL4-based E3 ligases (H. Chen et al., 2006, 2010;
Huang et al., 2013). PIFs are another group of photomorphogenic repressors that were initially identified through yeast two-hybrid screens using phytochrome (Ni et al., 1998; Leivar et al., 2008). However, little is known about how these two groups of repressors work together to regulate photomorphogenesis. One possible connection was discovered in a recent study that revealed that PIF1 could enhance COP1’s E3 ligase activity to repress photomorphogenesis in the dark (Xu et al., 2014). While previous research has demonstrated that cop1-4 mutants accumulated less PIF3 protein than the wild type (Bauer et al., 2004), it is unclear whether this regulation is accomplished via a direct or indirect interaction. It is also unclear whether this regulation occurs at the mRNA or protein level.

In this study, we found that DET1 positively regulated PIFs possibly in the form of the CUL4-CDD complex and that this regulation occurred at both the transcriptional and post-translational levels (Figures 2 to 4). Genetic analyses demonstrated that PIFs might work downstream of DET1 to repress photomorphogenesis (Figures 5 and 6; Supplemental Figures 6 to 8). Previous research has shown that COP1-SPA complexes work as E3 ligases to degrade factors promoting photomorphogenesis, such as HY5, in the dark (Osterlund et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2008). As one of the key transcription factors involved in light signaling, HY5 can directly bind to and regulate a large number of genes involved in photomorphogenesis (Lee et al., 2007). Previous work has illustrated that HY5 can also accumulate in det1 mutants in the dark and that the pattern of this accumulation resembles that observed among cop1 mutants (Osterlund et al., 2000). Likewise, PIF3 protein levels have been shown to decrease dramatically when the function of

Figure 8. Functional Categories of Light, det1, and pifq.

(A) The enrichment scores (ES) of light-det1-pifq coregulated, coupregulated, and codownregulated genes. (B) and (C) qRT-PCR analysis of several major genes involved in photosynthesis and chlorophyll biosynthesis (B), cell wall loosening and response to auxin stimulus (C). Seedlings dark grown for 90 h were either kept in darkness (D) or transferred to white light for 6 h (DL6 h) before RNA extraction. The expression of PP2A was used as an internal control. Data are shown as mean ± sd, n = 3.
based E3 ligases in the dark. CSN can regulate the derubyalization of CUL4 and thus positively regulates the activity of CUL4-CDD and CUL4-DDB1-COP1-SPA complexes. CUL4-DDB1-COP1-SPA complexes target and degrade photomorphogenesis-promoting factors such as HY5 (Osterlund et al., 2000; H. Chen et al., 2006, 2010). In this study, we determined that DET1 can directly interact with and stabilize PIFs to repress photomorphogenesis, possibly in the form of CUL4-CDD. Previous data also showed that DET1 negatively regulates HY5 (Osterlund et al., 2000), and COP1 positively regulates PIF3 (Bauer et al., 2004), but the mechanisms are unclear. It has been proved that light can inactivate COP1-SPA protein complexes via direct interactions between photoreceptors and COP1 or SPA1, and nucleocytoplasmic movement of COP1 is involved in the inactivation process (Torii et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2001; Liu, et al., 2011). Since the functions of COP/DET/FUS proteins in repressing photomorphogenesis are dependent on each other (Yanagawa et al., 2004; H. Chen et al., 2010; Lau and Deng, 2012), all of their repression of photomorphogenesis can be disrupted by light, although it is not clear whether light can directly inactivate other COP/DET/FUS proteins besides COP1-SPA complexes. Together, COP/DET/FUS may function in concert to stabilize PIFs and degrade HY5 to repress photomorphogenesis, and this repression can be removed by light. Magenta, photomorphogenesis promoting factors; green, photomorphogenesis repressors; solid lines, direct interactions and regulations; dashed lines, mechanisms are unclear.

**Figure 9.** Model of How COP/DET/FUS and PIFs Work in Concert to Repress Plant Photomorphogenesis in the Dark.

There are three main COP/DET/FUS complexes in plants: COP1-SPA, CDD, and CSN. COP1-SPA and CDD complexes may further form CUL4-based E3 ligases in the dark. CSN can regulate the derubyalization of CUL4 and thus positively regulates the activity of CUL4-CDD and CUL4-DDB1-COP1-SPA complexes. CUL4-DDB1-COP1-SPA complexes target and degrade photomorphogenesis-promoting factors such as HY5 (Osterlund et al., 2000; H. Chen et al., 2006, 2010). In this study, we determined that DET1 can directly interact with and stabilize PIFs to repress photomorphogenesis, possibly in the form of CUL4-CDD. Previous data also showed that DET1 negatively regulates HY5 (Osterlund et al., 2000), and COP1 positively regulates PIF3 (Bauer et al., 2004), but the mechanisms are unclear. It has been proved that light can inactivate COP1-SPA protein complexes via direct interactions between photoreceptors and COP1 or SPA1, and nucleocytoplasmic movement of COP1 is involved in the inactivation process (Torii et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2001; Liu, et al., 2011). Since the functions of COP/DET/FUS proteins in repressing photomorphogenesis are dependent on each other (Yanagawa et al., 2004; H. Chen et al., 2010; Lau and Deng, 2012), all of their repression of photomorphogenesis can be disrupted by light, although it is not clear whether light can directly inactivate other COP/DET/FUS proteins besides COP1-SPA complexes. Together, COP/DET/FUS may function in concert to stabilize PIFs and degrade HY5 to repress photomorphogenesis, and this repression can be removed by light. Magenta, photomorphogenesis promoting factors; green, photomorphogenesis repressors; solid lines, direct interactions and regulations; dashed lines, mechanisms are unclear.

**Shared and Distinct Functions of PIFs**

It has been shown that the various PIFs possess both shared and distinct functions and regulation (Jeong and Choi, 2013). By comparing various pif mutants with the wild type, it has been revealed that in the dark, all four PIFs promote hypocotyl elongation. In contrast, under red light, hypocotyl elongation is mainly promoted by PIF3 and PIF4, while only weakly by PIF5 and not at all by PIF1. Furthermore, in the dark, cotyledon opening is mainly regulated by PIF1 and PIF3 but also slightly by PIF4 and PIF5 (Shin et al., 2009). This assertion has been further supported by the results of this study. Specifically, while DET1 was shown to stabilize all the PIF proteins (PIF1, PIF3, PIF4, and PIF5), it was only found to enhance the transcription of PIF3 (Figure 3). In the det-1 background, removal of each PIF can further inhibit the hypocotyl lengths and enhance the cotyledon opening angles in the dark (Figure 5). Ectopic expression of PIF4 and PIF5 were shown to enhance det1-1 hypocotyl elongation in the dark (Figures 6A and 6B), while PIF1, PIF3, and PIF4 were found to be the major suppressors of cotyledon opening in the dark (Figures 6C to 6E). In contrast, PIF3 and PIF4 were both found to be significant positive regulators of hypocotyl elongation under red light (Supplemental Figure 7). Finally, all four PIFs were shown to suppress anthocyanin accumulation during the dark to light transition (Supplemental Figure 8). Overall, while the results of this study have shed more light on both the functions shared by all PIFs and those that are specific to individual PIFs, much more research remains to be done to determine the role of each PIF in the regulation of photomorphogenesis.
**METHODS**

**Plant Materials and Growth Conditions**

The wild-type Arabidopsis thaliana plants used in this study were of the Columbia-0 ecotype. The 35S:PIF1-Myc, 35S:PIF4-Myc, and 35S:PIF5-Myc transgenic lines were provided by Peter Quail. The processes by which the other mutants and transgenic lines were created have been previously described as follows: det1-1 (Chory et al., 1989); pif1-1, pif3-3, pif4-2, pif5-3, and pif1-1 pif3-3 pif4-2 pif5-2 (Leivar et al., 2008); 35S:PIF3-Myc (Kim et al., 2003); GFP-DET1/det1-1 and Myc-DET1/det1-1 (Schroeder et al., 2002); cop10-4 (Wei et al., 1994); and cul4c4s (Chen et al., 2006).

Seeds were first vernalized for 3d at 4°C in the dark after having been surface-sterilized with 15% NaClO for 8 min. Seedlings were then exposed to white light for 4 h and finally transferred to darkness unless otherwise specified. For biochemical analyses, full-strength MS plates (4.4 g/L MS powder, 10 g/L sucrose, and 8 g/L agar, pH 5.8) were used. For phenotypic observations, half-strength MS plates (2.2 g/L MS powder, 3 g/L sucrose, 0.5 g/L MES, and 8 g/L agar, pH 5.8) were used. For MG132 or CHX treatments, 4-d-old dark-grown seedlings were treated with 0.1 mmol/L MG132, 100 μmol/L CHX, or DMSO in liquid full-strength MS medium.

To calculate phenotypes including hypocotyl length, cotyledon opening, which was then rotated at 4°C for 5 h. Anti-Myc antibody was boiled with 1 mmol/L phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and 1 mmol/L M MG132 were then added to the mixture, which was then rotated at 4°C for 6 h. After centrifugation (500 g; 4°C) and washing three times, the pellet fraction was boiled with 1× SDS loading buffer and analyzed by immunoblot.

**Coimmunoprecipitation Assays**

Four-day-old dark-grown Col, 35S:PIF1-Myc, and 35S:PIF3-Myc seedlings were collected and ground into powder in liquid nitrogen. Four hundred microliters of GST binding buffer containing 1 mmol/L phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and 1× cocktail was added to the powder. The mixture was then centrifuged twice at 14,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. The protein concentrations of different samples were examined and adjusted until they were equal. GST binding buffer was then added to the protein extract in the amount necessary to maintain a stable pH value. Five micrograms of His-DET1 recombinant protein was added to the mixture, which was then rotated at 4°C for 5 h. Anti-Myc affinity gel was then added to the mixture, which, in turn, was rotated for another hour. After centrifugation (500g, 3 min, 4°C) and washing three times, the pellet fraction was boiled with 1× SDS loading buffer and analyzed by immunoblot.

**Immunoblot Analyses**

Briefly, protein samples were separated by SDS-PAGE and then proteins were transferred to a polyvinyldene fluoride film. After blocking with 5% milk, the film was incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4°C, then washed three times with PBST for 10 min and incubated with secondary antibody for 1 h at room temperature. After washing three times with PBST for 10 min, the film was illuminated using a Bio-Rad illumination detection device.

For protein quantification, Image J software was used and targeted proteins were normalized to the loading control, RPT5. For in vivo degradation assays, the relative protein levels at the start were set to 100. Unless specifically mentioned, all statistical data were obtained from three replicates.

**BiFC Assay**

The full-length cDNAs of PIF1, PIF3, PIF4, and PIF5, and DET1 were amplified and cloned into the SacI and SpeI sites of pSY735 (C terminus of yellow fluorescent protein [YFP]) and the SpeI and BamHI sites of pSY736 (YFP') vectors (Bracha-Drori et al., 2004), resulting in plasmids YFP–PIF1, YFP–PIF3, YFP–PIF4, YFP–PIF5, and YFP–DET1. The plasmids were extracted and concentrated to 2 μg/μL. Then, the in vivo interaction was assayed by particle-mediated transformation using onion epidermal cells (Von Armin, 2007). After 24 h of incubation, YFP signal was detected using a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope.

**RNA Extractions and qRT-PCR**

Total RNA was extracted from 4-d-old dark-grown seedlings using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen). One microgram of total RNA was used to synthesize cDNA using ReverTra Ace qPCR RT Master Mix (TOYOBO). Gene-specific primers listed in Supplemental Table 1 were used for qRT-PCR assays using SYBR Premix Ex Taq (Takara) in an ABI 7500 fast real-time instrument. The relative expression levels were normalized to internal control PP2A. Materials for qRT-PCR assays were collected from three biological replicates, and three technical replicates were performed in each experiment.

**Transcriptomic Analysis**

Total RNAs were extracted from the seedlings of 4-d-old dark-grown Col, det1-1, and pif6, and Col that had been exposed to white light for 6 h. The
RNAs were then sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq2000 following standard protocol. The RNA-Seq data were initially processed by removing the adapter sequences and low-quality reads, which resulted in high-quality 36-bp single-end reads. Then, these reads were mapped to the Arabidopsis TAIR10 genome using TopHat (Trapnell et al., 2012), in which default TopHat parameters were used and two mismatches were allowed. The sequence alignment files generated by TopHat were then used as inputs for Cufflinks (Trapnell et al., 2012), which assembled the mapping files into transcripts. Cufflinks assembled transcripts independently of the existing gene annotations and calculated the transcript abundance by estimating FPKM values (reads per kilobase of exon model per million mapped reads). After that, the significantly differentially expressed genes were identified by the program Cuffdiff (Trapnell et al., 2012), in which the criteria were set as more than 2-fold change and the q-value < 0.05. For illustrating gene expression patterns, the clustering applications Cluster3.0 and Treeview from the Eisen Lab were used (Eisen et al., 1998). For classification of differentially expressed genes, the DAVID functional annotation clustering tool (Huang et al., 2009) was used to cluster genes for expression patterns.

Accession Numbers
Sequence data from this article can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative database under the following accession numbers: DET1 (AT4g10180), PIF1 (AT2g20180), PIF3 (AT1g09530), PIF4 (AT2g43010), PIF5 (AT3g59060), LHCα1 (AT3g54890), LHCβ2.2 (AT2g05070), HEMA1 (AT1g58290), HEMA2 (AT1g09940), GUN5 (AT5g13630), EXP2 (AT5g05290), EXP3 (AT2g37640), EXP9 (AT5g02260), XTH5 (AT5g13870), XTH19 (AT4g30290), XTH33 (AT1g10550), SAUR25 (AT4g13790), SAUR9 (AT4g36110), SAUR17 (AT4g09530), IAA6 (AT1g2830), IAA20 (AT2g46990), IAA17 (AT1g04250), IAA19 (AT3g15540), and PP2A (AT1g13320). The original expression profiling data have been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus database under accession number GSE60835.
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